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Preface 2020  
In the early 1990s, when Discovery Southeast was still called 
Discovery Foundation, Greg Streveler, Cathy Pohl and I—
along with a rotating team of naturalists and biologists with 
deep local knowledge—offered site-based teacher-recertifica-
tion workshops throughout the Juneau School District. 

We thoroughly documented these classes. In the following 
decade—until onset of the digital age at turn-of-millennium—all 
school libraries housed 3-ring Discovery binders with printed 
text, maps and graphics, along with 35mm slide pages, color 
stereogram sheets for classroom use in sets of 15 (students 
paired), and a stereoscope for 3D viewing. Today of course, 
this stuff is easier to distribute in the form of pdfs, powerpoints 
and student tablet resources.

We've of course learned a trick or two over the course of 
our subsequent decades in support of place-based education. 
Areas of fastest growth over are, not surprisingly, those where 
technological advances sharpened our observational abilities. 
Cartography is the best example. I've resisted adding post-90s 
maps or photography to this collection, so that it remains fairly 
faithful to the original product. JuneauNature is full of hot-off-
the-laptop digital mapping resources for the schools, if you 
want that. 

Another area of substantial content expansion has been less 
dependent on technology than on abiding interests of Discov-
ery naturalists, and a swelling movement within Borough, 
State and National educational communities. This of course is 
CRE (culturally responsive eduation). While Discovery doesn't 
presume to speak for Tlingit culture in the schools, we strongly 
support those who do. One practice we've helped to pioneer 
is LingÍt place names in writing and cartography (Place names 

Place names convention: In my writing 
& cartography since publication of Haa 

L’éelk’w Hás Aani Saax’ú: Our grandparents’ 
names on the land (Thornton & Martin eds 

2012: abbreviated "T&M12"), I’ve used Lingít 
place names whenever available, followed 
by translation in italic, and IWGN (important 
white guy ) in parentheses. Example: Kadi-

gooni X’áat’, island with spring water (Spuhn 
Island). Where Lingít went unrecorded I 

default to IWGN, and may acknowledge its 
inadequacy with "(noTN?)," 

convention, below) Note, however, that in 
this 'historical document,' I haven't retroac-
tively demoted all Euro-style place names. 
In some ways, it's good to be reminded of 
how we used to write and think.  

As schools reopen in fall, 2020, physically 
& virtually (online), Discovery is striving 
to support the District with resources for 
place-based, culturally responsive educa-
tion. I'm adding new 'wings & feathers' to 
JuneauNature>SCHOOLS. 

This manual for Downtown Schools is 
one of the primaries. I hope it brings fond 
memories to older teachers, and inspiration 
to younger ones. A broader Overview of 
the workshop series—and supplementary 
materials not specific to any particular 
school—can be found at the link above. 
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http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/schools/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/nature-near-cbj-schools-1990-93/
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Geology & geomorphology
Streveler’s outline for his talk on this subject
Bedrock (what can you read from it?)
● Gold Creek greenschist, a metamorphic rock

● sedimentary rock from which it originated
● metamorphic event

● regional context
● Gravina belt
● Alexander Terrane

● gold

● relationship to metamorphic events
● the rock surface

● erosional processes: weathering. ice
● faults: structural geology
● Gold Creek basin: implications

Sediments (what can you read from them?)
● Gold creek delta: modern vs ancient
● Last Chance Basin stratigraphy:the 
basin’s recent history
● Evergreen Bowl problem
Human history
● how have people modified the area’s 
geology?
● placer mining
● bedrock mining
● roads, flumes, etc

Our bedrock map of Juneau and Douglas 
is a simplified tracing from Brew and 
Ford’s 1973 Preliminary geologic and 
metamorphic-isograd map of the Juneau 
B-2 Quadrangle, Alaska, USGS MF 527. 
It shows a northwest-trending series of 
rock types, dipping steeply to the northeast, 
progressively more metamorphosed as you 
approach the Mount Juneau pluton (granitic 
gneiss, in upper right). Included on the map 
are parts of two different “belts”, the South-
western metamorphic belt, on Douglas 
Island, and the Central schist belt, on the 
mainland. Rock types written on some of 
the belts are only the dominant type lor that 
belt; for a more complete description, refer 

Introduction
This collection of school resources from the early 
1990s was developed in conjunction with work-
shops for all 'Downtown Schools.' At the time, 
that meant Harborview Elementary, Marie Drake 
Middle, and JD High Schools. 

Today (2020), Marie Drake is gone but its 
building hosts 3 more: Yaakoosgé, Charter and 
Montessori. My approach in teacher-ed—then and 
now—has been to 'shoot high', and rely on teachers 
to simplify or delete stuff deemed too advanced for 
elementary grades. Think of this not as curricu-
lum but as college-level natural history for folks 
way better than me at listening and exploring with 
children. 

Gunalchéesh to the L'eeneidí, on whose home-
land the Downtown Schools reside.  
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to the abbreviation key below.
Much of the bedrock is covered by loose surficial deposits of many different origins. These 

are indicated as stippled areas . For more information on surficial geology, see the R.D. Miller 
map excerpt on the stereogram page.

Southwestern metamorphic belt Metamorphic rocks of Tertiary and Cretaceous age.
sdb metabasalt, meta diorite, and metagabbro dikes, sills and other small intrusive bodies.
sgps greenstone, metapeUtic rocks, and metasandstone Mixed and undifferentiated rocks.
sp pelitic rocks Mostly argillite and slate, locally phyllite.
sps pelitic rocks, metasandstone and metasiltstone. Chiefly dark, volcanic-derived metasedi-

mentary rocks, mixed and undifferentiated 

Central schist belt Metamorphic rocks of Tertiary, Cretaceous and upper Mesozoic age.
cgh homogeneous granitic gneiss. Dominantly well foliated dark gray fine grained. Host rock 

for A-J gold quartz stringer lode deposits.
cgm migmatite Chlorite and hornblende schist; minor green semischist, slate, metagray-

wacke, and fmc grained black marble and limestone.
cc chlorite schist and greenstone Includes chlorite schist, greenschist, 

biotite and gamet-biotite schist, marble, and quartzite.
cch chlorite schist, greenschist, and hornblende schist Poorly to well 

foliated, locally lineated, interiayered hornblende schist and semischist, 
and lesser amounts of biotite schist, probably derived from intermediate 
to mafic volcanic flows, tuffs or volcanic sediments.

cp phyllite and slate
cb biotite schist Commonly gametiferous, locally with staurolite, 

kyanite or sillimanite.
chb hornblende schist and biotite schist Mixed and undifferentiated 

rocks.

2020: Above descriptions are for bedrock geology. A surficial geology 
map for Downtown Schools is on the JuneauNature page for Harborview 
Elementary. It derives from a map by RD Miller that is reproduced on the 
following stereogram page.

1991 Discovery 
Map used on field 
trips from Harbor-
view Elementary 
School. Marginal 
coordinates are 

useful for record-
ing positions. 

For example, the 
southwest corner 
of Stem map #1 
(following activ-

ity) is at about 
4.2—6.4 (we read 
that 'over 4.2; up 

6.4')

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/schools/harborview/
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Cemetery mapping project
2020:  When I started Discovery’s Nature Studies Program with the 3rd 
through 5th grades at Harborview School in the late 1980s, I’d been 
making dozens of 18x18-meter forester’s stem maps, locally and through-
out Glacier Bay. With encouragement from from Harborview's master 
teachers (natureneartheschools-intro.pdf, p7-8), I began teaching college-
level field-survey methods to elementary students. 

In fall 2017, with Montessori elementary & middleschool, I revisited 
those cemetery plots. Up until that time earlier drafts of this 1991 resource 
packet contained map survey forms, instructional sheets, and final prod-
ucts. But except for this sample map, to give you the flavor, I've removed 
those to a much more comprehensive report-&-journal for the remapping 
effort. 

There's also a 13-minute narrated slideshow on our 3-ring circus, 
streamable from JuneauNature  

Sample stem map #1  Position is shown at 4.2—6.4 on 
preceding overview map of Evergreen Cemetery. Contours 
by 5th-graders; trees by 4th graders; lawn-care certification 
and spiritual supervision of adults by 3rd-graders.

Mountain ashes were planted in north-south lines early in 
the cemetery’s history. Then, as they reached “harvestable” 
height, they were pollarded, i.e. branches cut, maybe 
for firewood, at about 3 meters above the ground. This 
accounts for their rather “artificial” appearance today, 
illustrated in the following profile view.

Dimensions of each tree are noted, with diameter in 
centimeters (mapped roughly to scale on the 18x18m 
plots). The notation 21/6 means tree height of 21 meters, 
with lowest branch at 6 meters.    

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/cemetery-mapping-1990-2017/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/cemetery-stem-mapping-then-and-now/
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Above: sidewalk plantain (Plantago 
major)  ●  Right: Metric 7.5-minute 

USGS topographic map for the down-
town and Douglas schools. For those 

of us who still can’t conceptualize 
elevations in meters, I’ve translated 
each 100-meter contour into feet on 

a transect up to the Roberts Trail.

Juneau weeds
Streveler outline
Preface  RC 2012: Partly because Harborview 
Elementary and the adjacent middle and high 
schools were (and remain) so urban in char-
acter, we took a somewhat different approach 
than in schools where we could easily walk to 
wilder field trip destinations. Thinking back, I’m 
impressed with Greg’s prescience 
in focusing on invasive plants. 
Today, every land-management 
agency recognizes the importance 
of non-native species. But that 
was definitely not the case in the 
early 1990s.  

Weeds: “Uncultivated plants that 
benefit from human activity.”

Types
● natives that thrive on disturbance (bigleaf avens, 
bittercress)
● non-natives that thrive on disturbance such as 
Poa praetensis
● escapees from cultivation (clover, bluegrass, 
Japanese/Bohemian knotweeds)
● people-followers (chickweed, plantain, 
chamomile)

Of interest downtown
Dame’s rocket, European bird cherry, garlic 
mustard, orange hawkweed, 

Characteristics (for the most part)
● annuals
● fast-growing
● copious reproduction
● intolerant of shade
● tolerant of waste areas

● small nutrient requirements
● resistant to moisture changes

● mostly Eurasian origin
● resistant to disturbance

Some concepts weeds 
illustrate
● co-adaptation (relation-
ship between weeds and 
people)
● adaptive strategies (K vs. 
r selection)
● pioneer species

These species will assume 
disproportionate importance in the vorld 
of tomorrow.
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Some ideas for studying Juneau weeds
● as a flora

● what families are represented among them?
● where did they originate?
● how did they get to Juneau? How long ago?

● as individual species; pick one:
● describe its Juneau distribution, habitat.
● how does it interact with people? With native plants?
● how does it reproduce? Disperse?

PS RC 2012:  In the early 1990s, few land managers in Southeast Alaska 
were concerned about invasive plants. This has since become a really big 
deal. For example, visit http://aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu/botany/akepic/

Study components
● fall observation, collection: reproductive strategy, etc.
● winter specimen study, literature review
● spring observation: early-year growth strategy, etc.

left to right, Non-native species, highly success-
ful Downtown: dandelion (Taraxacum officinale); 

fruits and leaf of knotweed (Polygonum spp). 
These illustrations added retroactively from a 
Discoveries feature I wrote in Fall, 2000, titled 

15_2000fa_natives&newcomers

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/publications/newsletters/
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Downtown Schools stereogram 
puzzlers
1) On the 1984 color photos, locate Harborview School. 
Its coordinates, starting in the lower left corner, are over 
5, up 2. We write this as 5—2.

a) How long is Harborview School, including the 
gym addition on the right? Use the scale bar to measure 
its length. You can do this by marking the edges of the 
building on a piece of paper, then holding this paper 
against the scale bar, which says “1000 feet”

b) Find Marie Drake. What are its coordinates? How 
about the High School?

c) Find the small stand of trees in front of Marie 
Drake. How tall are they compared to the build-
ing? (Next time you’re across the street, look up and 
compare. Stereograms are great for measuring height; in 
fact, this is how contour maps are made.) 

d) Why do some of the cars on Egan Expressway 
“disappear” if you temporarily close one eye?

Stereograms for Downtown School  For 
instructions, see Using the stereoscopes and 
stereograms in my Overview document for 
this workshop series. You can either print this 
page, or else scale the stereograms on your 
monitor and hold a stereoscope to the screen. 
Best viewing is with pocket stereoscope over 
a tablet   

Note that north is left on the 1962 and 1984 
pairs, up on the surficial geology map and 
10-oclock on the 1979 color infra-reds.

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/nature-near-cbj-schools-1990-93/
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2) Now lets do some historical research ...
a) Of the 3 schools—Harborview, Marie Drake and JD High—which was last to be 

built? (Hint; look on the 1962 black and white stereogram, taken 22 years before the 
1984 color photos.)

b) On the 1984’s, which building has the longest shadow? Was it present in 1962?
c) What other major differences do you notice between the 1962’s and the 1984’s?

3) Now let’s look at the variation in forest types near Juneau. Start by finding the steep 
Behrends Avenue slide, at 21/2—3 on the 1979 color infra-red stereograms. These show 
the alder-covered slide area as a bright pink swath through the darker red spruce and 
hemlock forest.

a) On the 1984’s, where is the forest stand with the biggest trees? 
b) What is the surface type for the Behrends Avenue slide, shown on the surficial 

geology map?
c) Also on the 1984’s, find the stand at 1—11. It’s covered with a very dense forest. 

It looks like a tight shag carpet. Are the trees mostly the same size or many different 
sizes? Are they close together or far apart? Same age or different ages? This is definitely 
not an old-growth forest, which has a mix of big and small trees. What could have 
happened long ago to start all of these trees growing at once?

4) Most of the watershed of Gold Creek can be seen in the 1979 color infra-red stereo-
grams. All of the rain falling into this watershed either evaporates, soaks into the 
ground, or flows into the sea through Gold Creek.

a) Find the north boundary of the Gold Creek watershed. What well known mountain 
forms part of this boundary? What are its coordinates?

b) Here’s a challenge for your stereovision. Is the above mountain the highest point 
on the ridge enclosing Gold Creek?

For earth science classes
5) Look at the surficial geology map. Places without color, labeled “R” show bedrock 
outcrops; they have minimal overburden of loose surficial material. Examples are 
Mount Maria and Telephone Hill. Otherwise, let’s see what surficial landforms Juneau 
is built on.

a) What surface type lies under Harborview, Marie Drake and JD High? 
b) How about the Federal Building?
c) Notice that much of Juneau is built on ancient delta (“do,” brown). This is not 

coincidence! Why do old deltas make good townsites?

Excerpt from photo by W.J. Peters, Alfred Brooks collection, USGS. I’ve super-
imposed positions of future Egan Drive, J-D Bridge, and Evergreen Cemetery 
for reference. Downtown schools are located on former tideflat. 
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PS 2012  'Deliverables' from our 1990 teacher work-
shop series were 3-ring binders placed in every school 
library. These included limited sets of stereograms 
and stereoscopes for group viewing. In this re-issue 
we’re only offering the stereograms in digital form. But, 
depending on availability, you may be able to borrow a 
set of viewers and images from our office (463-1500). 
See Using the stereoscopes & stereograms in my 
Overview document. for more suggestions on viewing 
options. 

To Downtown School Teachers
The Downtown Schools stereograms provide insights into 
Juneau’s history, geology, and natural communities. All 3 
stereo pairs are also included as slides in the Downtown 
Schools slide show [PS 2012 - now a downloadable 
powerpoint]. But if you study them first in stereo, it’ll be 
easier for you to interpret features, and you’ll do a better 
job of guiding your students around on the projected 
photos. We also suggest leaving a stereoscope and stereo-
gram, along with the puzzler sheet, out in your room for 
students to use during free time. Some teachers at other 
schools report high interest. (Watch out for wet hair after 
recess! Causes irremovable stains!) 

In our nature studies programs at Harborview, Glacier 
Valley, and Mendenhall River school we use sets of up to 
30 stereoscopes and sterograms with full classes (mostly 
in fifth grade), usually with great success. John Norton 
has borrowed them for use in high school biology classes. 

Surficial geology map  Fifth grade teachers will be 
especially interested in this USGS map by R.D. Miller, 
which has a wealth of local information to apply to your 
earth science studies. I’ve excerpted just the portion 

centered around your school. You may want to order the 
original map from USGS, which has a more complete 
description of the surface types. It’s a beautiful map 
to leave up on your wall. Green colors (gt) are marine 
deposits, about 9,000 to 12,000 years old. Sea level at 
the end of the Wisconsin glaciation was about 500 feet 
higher than today. Much of the city of Juneau is built on 
the brown surface type (“do,” for old delta). This is an 
ancient delta which formed when sea covered the present 
townsite.

Teacher’s answers for stereogram puzzler sheet  
I’ve given coordinates to the nearest 1/2. Answers in that 
vicinity are fine.

1)  1984 pair
a) The school building is about one third of the 1000 

foot scale bar, or ~350 feet long. You can have students 
check their estimates by also measuring the building on 
the Discovery school grounds map.

b) Marie Drake is 4 1/2  —1 1/2. High School is 
31/2—1/2.

c) The trees are about twice as tall as the school.Notice 
also that their shadows are much longer.

d) Moving cars are not in the same position on the 2 
photos because several seconds went by between shots. 
This makes them seem to “jump around.”

2)  Historical comparisons
a) Marie Drake was built last. It wasn’t there in 1962, 

but the other two were.
b) The Federal Building, at 6—4, is the tallest in town, 

and casts the longest shadow.
c) The construction of Egan Expressway was the 

biggest change. Many of buildings now found just inside 
the expressway were not built yet in 1962: Foodland, 

Prospector, Museum, Centennial Hall, etc. There was tide 
flat where the museum is now.

3) Forest type variation
a) At 1—2, just east of Behrends Slide. This is an old-

growth forest, relatively unaffected by recent slides.
b) This landform is labelled “ls” for “landslide,” at 1 

1/2—10 1/2, just under the north arrow.
c) Same size, close together, same age. These are trees 

about 100 years old, growing on a site that slides, but less 
frequently than at Behrends. It’s shown as “ra” on the 
surficial geology map.

4) 1979 color infra-reds
a) Mount Juneau, at 1—5.
b) No, summit at 2 1/2—12 is higher. This can be 

located on the metric topo sheet for Gold Creek. It stands 
above the entrance to Granite Creek Basin, and is labelled 
“1253T” (1235 m = 4110 feet, compared to Mount Juneau 
at 1087 m, or 3565 feet.) Olds Mountain, just off the 
stereogram, but on the same ridge, is even higher.

For earth science classes.
5) Surficial geology map
a) Harborview, Marie Drake and JD High sit on “mf’, 

purple colored, for “manmade fill.” These are mostly tail-
ings from the AJ mine.

b) The Federal Building is on Gold Creek alluvial fan 
(“f’, tan colored). Fans make wonderful building surfaces, 
once the creek which built them is “tamed” and no longer 
actively depositing material on the fan surface.

c) In a land of steep bedrock hillsides, old uplifted 
deltas and modern fans are some of the few places level 
enough for foundations. We’ve got lots of flat bog and 
other wetland, but old deltas are better drained. Down-
town Douglas is also mostly built on an ancient delta!

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/nature-near-cbj-schools-1990-93/
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Downtown schools slide show script
Note to Teachers  The site interpretation workshop for Downtown Schools 
encompassed bedrock geology, glacial and human history, plant succession, 
“weeds,” mapping, intertidal ecology and many other topics. These site inter-
pretation slides are exclusively of maps and air photos. chosen to give the 'big 
picture' of the Downtown area. For other, more intimate views (mouse tracks in 
snow for example), please refer to slide shows on other topics in natural history 
contained in associated notebooks.

You may wish to present some of the technical words, printed bold, in a 
separate class before viewing the slides. 

I recommend you review the stereograms and puzzlers (following this script) 
before presenting the slide show to your class, and decide which you’d like to 
do first There are several 'teaser' questions, repeated in both formats. Depend-
ing on which comes first—stereo exercises or projected slides—you might want 
to withhold some of the “answers” (given in italics within this script). 

If you’ve never used air photos before, don’t be intimidated. We’ve discov-
ered students are fascinated (especially when they find their houses!), and 
take to the historical sequences like ducks to water. When time permits, I like 
to have kids come up and point out features on the screen. If you have any 
questions about photo interpretation, or need suggestions on classroom use, 
contact one of the Discovery naturalists. We’re also happy to help you with the 
stereogram page and accompanying worksheet for the Downtown Schools. 
which allows students to see some of these air photos in 3D by use of a 
stereoscope.

Preface RC 2012:  This and other slide shows in our Nature near the schools work-
shop series of course literally were slide shows in the early 1990s; collections of 
35-mm slides were included in notebooks we placed in all school libraries. For this 
re-issue of the workshop notes, I’ve converted the shows to powerpoint format. You 
can download downtown.ppt from JuneauNature.

1) title slide Downtown Schools sit in one of the most dramatic landscapes on earth, 
where lush rain forest is sandwiched between ocean and icy peaks. Maps and air photos 
can help us see the BIG PICTURE. Where do we live? What shapes this place?

2) CBJ watersheds context  [PS RC 
2012: I’ve replaced the original context 
slide with this hillshade map created in 
GIS. It includes features such as Thunder 
Mt HS, and a more accurate watershed 
delineation, not present or available when 
we gave these workshops.] 

On this shaded relief map, the important 
watersheds for our schools are outlined, 
and labeled in caps. The downtown schools 
are in the 12-square-mile Gold Creek 
watershed. Gastineau Elementary is in 
the tiny Bear Creek watershed. Dzantik’i 
Heeni Middle School is in the Switzer 
Creek watershed, part of the greater Lemon Creek drainage. 

Skipping past the valley, Auke Bay Elementary is in a loosely defined watershed that 
here includes Lake Creek, Auke Lake, and streams like Auk Nu and Waydelich. Tiny 
Bay Creek trickles along the edge of the school grounds.

Our remaining 5 schools are in the greater Mendenhall watershed, spanning roughly 
100 square miles. But it’s useful to subdivide it into 3 large basins: Montana, Mendenhall 
and Nugget. The smaller Jordan & Duck Creek watersheds are home to Floyd Dryden 
and Glacier Valley Schools. Thunder Mountain High and Riverbend Elementary are 
minutes from a footbridge accessing the Montana-Mendenhall confluence. Finally, 
Mendenhall River School sits on the edge of the large Forest Service Recreation area. 
Few schools on earth are so privileged in terms of access to nearby wild land.

3) USGS topographic map  The US Geological Survey now has metric topographic 
maps for the Juneau road system, based on 1984 air photographs, which you’ll be 
seeing shortly. (Prior topos were based on 1948 aerials.) On these newer maps the scale 
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is in kilometers instead of miles, and eleva-
tion contours are 20 meters instead of 100 
feet. They’re coarser scale; that is, objects 
appear
larger on them, and they cover less area. 
Each of the squares on this map is one kilo-
meter on a side. This map shows the water-
shed of Gold Creek. Trace the ridgelines 
that form the edges of this watershed. Find 
the following features: Gold Creek, Mount 
Juneau, the Mount Roberts Trail, Granite 

Basin (the bowl containing Granite Creek), the Glory Hole, Sheep Mountain, Olds 
Mountain and the downtown schools. 

4) 1979 color infra-red air photo of Gold 
Creek watershed   First of several photo-
graphs taken straight downward from 
planes. This one, taken in 1979, is color 
infra-red: conifer forest appears dark red, 
alpine ridge tops and the alder thickets are 
brighter red, and the clear water of Gastin-
eau Channel is black. This is the coarsest 
scale of the photos you’ll be seeing; that 
is, objects like buildings appear relatively 
small, and it shows the largest area.

Find these features (flip back to topographic map for help): Gold Creek, Mount 
Juneau, Mount Roberts Trail, Granite Basin, Glory Hole and Cemetery. Except for 
Douglas Island, the largest patch of conifer forest on this photo is the big triangle east 
and below Mount Roberts Trail. 

Why? If you study the contours on the last topographic map, you’ll see this is the 
only place where the mountainside is anything but extremely steep. Juneau is avalanche 
country, and slopes that frequently slide are usually covered with alder. Notice for 
example the Behrends Avenue Slide, the broad swath of alders (bright pink) that comes 

right down to sea level just north of the schools.

5) bedrock map of Downtown area  Bedrock is the 
solid mass of rock forming the earth’s crust. This is a 
simplified tracing of a USGS map showing bedrock 
types of Juneau. The mapped units are lined up in 
belts running southeast to northwest. Moving across 
these belts from Douglas Island to the Mount Juneau 
ridge we find greenstone, slate, greenschist, phyllite 
and gneiss. These are metamorphic rocks, altered deep 
in the earth by heat and pressure. 

To the northeast the rocks become harder, more and 
more cooked or metamorphosed, until we reach the 
igneous or granitic rocks of the Juneau Icefield. The 
sandy colored stippled area shows surficial deposits, 
loose materials left by ocean, glaciers and rivers. The next map shows the surface mate-
rials in greater detail.

Most of downtown Juneau is built on surficial deposits. Bedrock outcrops occur on 
Mount Maria and Telephone Hill. These are chlorite schist and greenstone, and show 
on the bedrock map as little green patches with the letters “cc.”

6) surficial geology map  On this map, 
all bedrock types have been lumped as 
simply “R”, and shown in grey, while the 
different types of surficial deposits are 
keyed by “color families.” Pinks (c, tl, 
Is) show colluvium --- material fallen off 
Mount Juneau and the slopes below the 
Mount Roberts Trail. 

The tan color (f) shows the alluvial fan 
of Gold Creek, where it levels out below 
Evergreen Bowl. Most alluvial fans are 
quite dynamic, with streams dumping 
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sand and gravel everywhere. This of course is inconvenient for homeowners, and so we 
now keep Gold Creek locked up in a concrete channel. 

The purplish “mf’ stands for man-made fill, in this case tailings from the AJ mine. 
Foodland, Merchant’s Wharf, and all of the Downtown Schools except Capitol are built 
on fill.

Greyish-green (g) is a marine terrace, left by the sea when it covered Southeast 
Alaska’s shoreline up to as high as 500 feet above present sea level, 9 to 12,000 years 
ago. The brown color, labelled “do” stands for “old delta.” A delta is formed where a 
river or stream meets a lake or sea, and deposits its sediments under water. This delta 
was formed thousands of years ago when sea level was hundreds of feet higher. When 
you walk from the last houses on Basin Road, down to South Franklin Street, you’re 
following the slope of this ancient delta. This map was made before Egan Drive was 
built, but the next photo shows it.

7) 1984 true color air photo of Juneau   
It’s now easier to see buildings, boats, 
and differences in tree sizes. Find the 
building with the longest shadow. This 
should be the tallest building in town; 
the Federal Building. North is up in this 
photo. At about what time of day was the 
picture taken? (Early afternoon; at noon 
the shadow was pointing straight north.) 

Find the cemetery . We’ll be seeing 
closer views of this part of town in a 

moment. Trace the path of Gold Creek. Now study the location of Egan Expressway. In 
the next photo, we’ll go back to 1962, before Egan was built...

8) 1962 b & w  What are some of the differences between 1962 and 1984? (No Food-
land, Prospector, Museum, Centennial Hall, etc.) There was tide flat where the museum 
is now. Gold Creek is sending a sediment plume into Gastineau Channel, possibly 
because it’s eroding the fill which is being placed for all of these buildings and the 
expressway.) 

Now let’s go back to the earliest air 
photography in Southeast Alaska, taken 
in 1929. First, find Willoughby Avenue; 
it will be easy to relocate in the next 
photo.

9) 1929 b & w  In 1929, Willoughby 
was the shore line. Where the Fiddlehead 
now sits [ps 2012; now the Sandpiper] 
was tidal mudflat! The bridge to Douglas 
hadn’t been built. What other changes 
do you notice? (Note to teacher. Perhaps 
you’ll want to flip back and forth between 
this and the previous three slides to get 
full value out of your comparisons. By 
including the surficial geology map, you 
can also clearly identify which parts of 
town are built on fill, fan, ancient delta, 
marine terrace, and bedrock.) 

Let’s zoom in on the Cemetery area 

10) closeup of cemetery area in 1929  
Find Glacier Avenue, which runs past 
the southwest edge of the cemetery. 
Harborview School is now directly 
opposite the cemetery, but in 1929 the 
school grounds, like much of the modem 
commercial section of Juneau, were 
tidal mudflat! On a high tide you could 
have floated a small skiff right under the 
site of the present school building. Let’s 
move ahead to 1962, and see where that 
building was placed ...
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11) closeup of cemetery area in 1962  
Find these features: Gold Creek, Harbor-
view, High School. The swimming pool 
and Marie Drake hadn’t been built. 
Notice how the ash trees in the cemetery 
are laid out in North-South lines. Only 
the 2 lines of closely spaced ashes just 
north of “Irwin Street” (the path through 
the center of the cemetery) were pres-
ent in the last 1929 photo. As we move 
ahead 22 years, watch these trees and see 
what happens to their canopies ...

12) closeup of cemetery area in 1984  
On this late April photo it’s easy to 
tell conifer from deciduous trees. The 
spruces are darker green, not to mention 
taller, and casting longer shadows. By 
mid-summer most trees will be the 
same shade of green. You can also spot 
the single tall cottonwood by its paler 
yellowish green foliage. (Check your 
guess on the map, next slide.) Because 
grasses haven’t yet “filled out,” the 
North-South lines of burial plots are 
apparent.

13) Discovery overlay  Here’s the base 
map we use for our fall Nature Studies 
activities at Harborview School. Trees 
are color-coded to species. We’ve cored 
many of the tall spruces and found them 
to be 80 to 90 years old. [PS: so more 

than a century old today—2012.] That means they were only 20 or 30 years old in the 
1929 photos. (Note to teacher You may wish to flip back
through the cemetery closeups, to study tree growth history.) 

Numbered squares are the sites of detailed “stem maps” made by Harborview 4th 
and 5th grade classes. Stem maps are one way of studying forests, by mapping all the 
tree trunks on a small plot.

(Note to Harboryiew teachers. Our philosophy in Discovery nature studies programs is 
to hold our field activities within walking distance of the school whenever possible. But 
at Harborview this is limiting when it comes to subjects such as animal tracking. Two 
of our favorite field sites that require busing or car-pooling are Fish Creek, on North 
Douglas, and the Methodist Camp, at Eagle River, where many classes overnight. The 
following slides give views of these areas. and are not necessarily intended to be used 
with the preceding ones. but are included here for preview and summary of field trips.)

14) 1984 true color air photo of Fish Creek 
estuary Fish Creek is a wonderful site for 
animal tracking in winter, birding trips in spring, 
and landforms study in any season. Here’s a 
1984 air photo. Before we go back to 1962, 
study the small spruce trees on the outer spit, 
and the two big ponds. Do the ponds seem 
“natural?” Any ideas how they formed? Notice 
the ponds are enclosed by dikes. How do the 
dikes affect tidal flow into the wetlands?

15) 1962 b & w of Fish Creek estuary  In 1962 
the trees on the outer spit were much smaller. 
These spruce are colonizing a ridge that only 
recently was uplifted out of the tide range. Even 
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now, storm waves nearly wash over it in places. The ponds 
were dredged, for gravel to use in the construction of the 
North Douglas highway. In this early photo only one of 
the ponds was started.

16) Discovery map of Fish Creek  Here’s a colored 
version of the sketch map we use on field trips. Find 
the dikes, which were built to contain the dredge ponds. 
Since the 1984 picture was taken, the pond on the left 
was breached, and salt water can now enter. For a decade 
or two, the dike kept sea water out of the pond. Young 
spruces and alders started to grow along the margins of 
the pond, but now that salt water can reach them again on 
high tides, they’ve been killed.

17) USGS topographic map of Herbert watershed  
Here’s metric topo for the lower Herbert watershed. The 
rectangles drawn in the lower left show 2 areas mapped 
in greater detail (coarser scale)—the Scout Camp and the 
Methodist Camp. Trace the Herbert and Eagle Rivers. 
Where they come together, they’re simply called the Eagle 
River.

 

18) 1979 color infra-red overlay  This 
color infra-red photo shows most of the 
Herbert/Eagle watershed. In color infra-
red, rivers that are silty and grey to our 
eyes appear bright blue. At the mouth of 
Eagle River a large delta has been built, 
of sediments carried down by the rivers. 
The pale pink delta is the boy scout 
camp. Now find the Methodist Camp, 

just to the left of the bridge over Eagle 
River. We’ll be seeing closer views of it 
in a minute. 

About 200 years ago, at the peak of 
the Little Ice Age, the Herbert and Eagle 
Glaciers were about 3 miles farther down 
their valleys than today. Especially in the 
Herbert Valley, it’s easy to see the termi-
nal moraine, a curving line near the north 
arrow. Can you find it?

Now let’s zoom in on Methodist 
Camp.

19) 1984 color aerial of Methodist 
Camp This 1984 photo has been rotated 
so that north is on the left. Find these 
features: Methodist Camp lodge, caretak-
ers’ cabin, parking lot, Saturday Creek 
(passes between the dirt road and the 
wide boat launch area. 

Follow Saturday Creek upstream until 
you come to a big pale meadow. Why 
aren’t there any trees here? (Because 
beaver have dammed the creek at the 
bottom of the meadow, raising water 
levels and killing trees. The map, slide 21, shows this. Beaver come and go in this area. 
In 1984 there was less standing water in the
meadows than in the early 1990’s). 

Also notice that the trees just up (east) from the mouth of Saturday Creek seem 
smaller and more widely spaced than the big spruces by Eagle River Bridge. That’s 
because they’re younger. Let’s go back to 1962 and see what that area looked like  . . .
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20) 1962 b&w of Methodist Camp  No trees! Like 
Harborview School, this area used to be a tide flat. 
If we had a 1929 air photo of the Methodist Camp, 
when the land was 4 feet lower, it
might show tidal waters coming right up over today’s 
Glacier Highway, which had not yet crossed the river. 

The land is rising at almost one inch per year at 
Eagle River, almost twice as fast as downtown. Flip 
back and forth between the 1984 and 1962 photos, 
and see how many changes you can find. (No care-
taker’s cabin, no boat launch drive. Area to right 
of beaver meadows much more open in 62. Alders 
generally much thicker in 79.)

21)  Discovery map of Methodist Camp  Use this 
map to check your guesses on the last two air photos. 
Follow Saturday Creek up to the beaver dam. Also 
find Mayfly Creek. This creek flows through more 
open meadows than Saturday Creek, and is a great 
place to collect aquatic insects.

Materials for Fish Creek estuary
Because on-foot destinations from Downtown Schools 
are limiting for activities such as birding or animal 
tracking, we include 2 popular bus or carpool sites 
that have long served Discovery naturalists and their 
classes: Fish Creek, and Methodist Camp.
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Stereograms for Fish Creek estuary  For instruc-
tions, see Using the stereoscopes and stereograms 
in my Overview document for this workshop series. 
You can either print this page, or else scale the stereo-
grams on your monitor and hold a stereoscope to the 
screen. Best viewing is with pocket stereoscope over 
a tablet  Note that north is left on the 1962 and 1984 
pairs, but up on the geology map and 10-oclock on the 
1979 color infra-reds.

Fish Creek stereogram puzzlers
1) Start with the 1979 color infra-red stereo pair. On 
this high-elevation images, the estuary is at 2—1. 
Trace Fish Creek up valley. Is there a road into this 
valley? Where does it go?

2) Move down to the 1984 color stereopair. Note that 
north has shifted a bit; it’s now to the left. There are 2 
large ponds in the estuary. Are they natural? What are 
your clues?

3) Slide the stereoscope left, over to the 1962 images. 
a) What happened to the ponds?
b) Compare spruce trees on the spit. What changed 

between 1962 and 1984?
c) Which photos were taken earlier in the day? The 

1962s or the 1984s? (Hint: direction of tree shadows)

4) On the surficial geology map, what landform(s) did 
they choose for excavating the dredge ponds? Why?

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/nature-near-cbj-schools-1990-93/
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Teachers answers to stereogram puzzlers
1) The road up Fish Creek Valley goes to the Eaglecrest Ski Area. 

2) The 2 ponds on the 1984 stereo pair are rimmed by raised 
dikes, colonized by scrubby trees and brush. These are dikes 
created during dredging, to keep tides out while they were work-
ing, and to hold access roads for the machinery. Also, comparing 
the 1984s to the 1962s (next question), the ponds are seen to be 
quite recent. 

3) Comparing 1962 and 1984
a) The pond on the right (south) side of the creek wasn’t there 

yet in 1962. The left (northside) pond is only half finished. 
b)  There were only 4 or 5 individual trees showing on the 

1962 (already established in the 1930s, below). By 1984 they 
formed an almost continuous line.

c)   The 1984s were taken around 1 PM, and the 1962s some-
what later in the afternoon. At noon, in theory, with the sun 
straight to the south, tree shadows should point straight north. As 
the sun swings to the southwest in the afternoon, the tree shadows 
swing around to the northeast. 

4) The Fish Creek estuary is shown as a combination of “f” for 
alluvial fan, and “et” for emergent tidelands. The purpose of 
dredging was to acquire fill for extension of the North Douglas 
highway. Alluvium—material deposited by streams and rivers—
is generally coarse and sorted, lacking in mucky silts or clays 
because the current sweeps them downstream. It’s the perfect 
place for a road-builder to look for high-quality fill material. 
Unfortunately, dredging has serious impacts to fish habitat. These 
ponds would not be permitted under today’s regulations. 

Fish Creek estuary and northern Sayéik (Douglas Island). Cabins at Hut Point (named in 1880) may have been 
remains of an Áak’w Kwáan fish camp and (earlier) defensive stockade originally called Angooxa Yé. Alterna-
tively, by the 1930s, this could have been part of the “bachelor settlement” of white fishermen that Mathilde 
Kendler mentioned in her book about their dairy farm near today’s airport mall. Smoke from their cabins could 
be seen across the flats on cold winter days. North Douglas Highway wouldn’t reach Fish Creek for 2 more 
decades. the bridge wasn’t built until 1957.

PS 2020: My scoping document under construction for SAWC collects extensive historical notes and images 
for the delta. It will eventually be posted to both websites and is available in draft form on request. HES (home-
stead entry survey) 176 was validated in 1923, but the owner, Andrew Brown had only a garden and root cellar 
mapped at that time. This was where FM Symonds mapped a "fishing village" in the first known Euro chart, 
dated 1880.

 1930s
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Metric 7.5 
minute USGS 

topo for Herbert 
River watershed, 

a popular over-
night destination 

for Harborview 
classes in the 
early 1990s.   
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To Teachers using Methodist Camp
From Richard Carstensen
Black-&-white copies of the Discovery map, above, 
reduced to fit as a page in each student’s camp jour-
nal, are good ways to keep records for nature studies. 
Students can note observations directly onto their 
copy of the map using the marginal coordinates. Count 
over from the lower left corner, then up. For example, 
“Heron fishing in Dowitcher Slough at 15—1/2”. 

Methodist Camp stereogram puzzlers
See next page
1) Compare the habitat map (enlarged here) to the 
true-color 1979 stereogram in lower right. With stereo-
scopes you get a 3-D view, and it’s easy to tell forest 
(lumpy border) from thicket (jagged border). Where are 
the thickets? Usually a thicket is in a disturbed place. If 
left alone long enough, it will become forest. Why are 
there thickets at 5—6?

2) The 1962 (black and white) stereopair gives a clue. 
There were few thickets across the highway from camp 
30 years ago. Only a few decades before that, high tides 
reached nearly up to the highway. Glacial rebound has 
lifted the flats above the reach of the highest tides. First 
a meadow grew there. Now it is a thicket. Eventually 
spruce forest will grow on the old tide flat.

3) Study the forest around camp on the true-color 1979 
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stereogram. This is a tall spruce forest. There are few big 
hemlocks. Do you think tides ever covered the camp area 
in the last few hundred years? What clues could you look 
for when you go to camp? 

4) On the 1962’s and Methodist Camp 1979’s, find the 
two places marked “fan” on the map. Why are there ‘allu-
vial’ (stream-deposited) fans in these places? Do the trees 
seem bigger or smaller? Why?

5) This question is for those hiking the Herbert Glacier 
Trail. Study the 1979 color infra-red stereograms on the 
upper left. These photographs show spruce/hemlock 
forest as dark red, and meadows or thickets as paler pinks. 
Herbert Glacier is at 7—12, near the top of the photos. 
What formed the curving ridge that meets the Herbert 
River at 4 1/2—7?

Stereograms for Methodist Camp  For instructions, 
see Using the stereoscopes and stereograms in my 
Overview document for this workshop series. You 
can either print this page, or else scale the stereo-
grams on your monitor and hold a stereoscope to the 
screen. Best viewing is with pocket stereoscope over 
a tablet   

Note that north is left on the 1962 and 1984 pairs, 
8-oclock on the habitat map and 10-oclock on the 
1979 color infra-reds.

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/nature-near-cbj-schools-1990-93/
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Northwest over Eagle River estuary. No date, but probably 
sometime in the early 1960s, when a footbridge was built by the 
National Guard connecting Methodist and Scout camps. Bare 
gravel can be seen on the river where Kodzoff was extracting 
fill. The property was since acquired by SEALTrust and trans-

fered to the City under a conservation easement.

Teachers answers to stereogram 
puzzlers
1&2) Thickets are growing on what was an old 
tide flat during the Little Ice Age, which peaked 
around 1760. The land was pressed down (around 
10 feet here) in this whole region by the weight 
of the extra ice in the ice field behind Juneau and 
in Glacier Bay. On the 1962 stereo pair, there’s 
hardly any brush because this flat was so recently 
tidal.

3) Clues to find out if tides reached the Methodist 
camp—tree age, presence of drift logs, ‘sorted vs 
unsorted substrate’. Is the material on the ground 
all of one size like silt, sand or gravel (that is, was 
it water-deposited?) or is it a jumble of different 
sized particles like glacial till?

4) The fans form where creeks slow down, dump-
ing sediments when they hit the flat valley floor. 
Trees there are bigger. Spruce trees grow well on 
well-drained, fertile ‘alluvial’ soil.

5) The curving ridge is the terminal moraine of 
the Herbert Glacier, marking its farthest advance 
down the Valley. You may also want to have your 
students use copies of the metric topographic 
map of the Herbert Valley, locating and measur-
ing the length of the trail and the distance to the 
terminal moraine. The 1910 and 1948 ice posi-
tions are also noted on the map—you could ask 
them to measure those distances, or figure a ‘rate 
of retreat’.  1930s
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